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Abstract: Under the background of the new liberal arts, the construction of "excellent courses" is the main channel and main battlefield to strengthen liberal arts education, and the construction of first-class courses in foreign language majors has become the focus of higher education. This paper, through analyzing the definition and characteristics of the new liberal arts and the position of foreign language majors within it, delves into the theory and practical effects of constructing first-class courses in foreign language majors. Firstly, it elucidates the concept and features of first-class courses, then discusses the principles and directions of constructing first-class courses in foreign language majors, and analyzes the effects through practical examples. In terms of implementation strategies, key strategies such as optimizing and innovating the curriculum system and reforming and enhancing teaching methods are proposed. It is suggested that in the era of the new liberal arts, foreign language majors should be driven by innovation and use the construction of first-class courses to improve the quality of education, creating conditions for the cultivation of applied and versatile foreign language professionals who meet the requirements of the new era.
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1. Introduction

The advent of the New Liberal Arts era has brought both opportunities and challenges for innovation in higher education, with the construction of first-class courses in foreign language majors becoming a key issue in university education. This article aims to explore how, under the New Liberal Arts context, the foreign language curriculum can be innovated and optimized to enhance teaching quality and cultivate more well-rounded foreign language professionals.

2. Background of the New Liberal Arts Era

The New Liberal Arts era is defined by challenging traditional disciplinary boundaries, characterized by an emphasis on interdisciplinarity and comprehensiveness. The New Liberal Arts is not just about teaching knowledge in specific disciplines but focuses on interconnecting various fields to form a synergistic knowledge network. This era transcends traditional academic boundaries, encouraging students to accumulate knowledge in multiple fields and develop a global perspective.[1]

One characteristic of this era is the emphasis on nurturing a global perspective in students, enabling them to possess cross-cultural communication skills. Through interdisciplinary learning, students gain a comprehensive understanding of the world, enhancing their sensitivity to different cultures and laying the foundation for future international cooperation and exchange. Moreover, the New Liberal Arts era emphasizes critical thinking, encouraging students to think independently, question traditional ideas, and cultivate innovative thinking and problem-solving abilities. This mode of thinking helps students adapt better to rapid societal changes.

Another characteristic of the New Liberal Arts era is the capacity for lifelong learning. With continuous societal and technological advancements, students need to have the motivation and ability to learn continuously to meet future career demands. The New Liberal Arts, by emphasizing lifelong learning, fosters students' interest and habits in understanding various knowledge areas, forming an attitude of continuous learning.
The 'new' in New Liberal Arts refers not to 'new versus old' but to 'innovation.' It focuses on quality, upholding and innovating within traditions, and advancing in a categorized manner. The definition and characteristics of the New Liberal Arts reflect a novel educational concept that requires students not only to delve deeply into a field but also to transcend disciplinary boundaries and develop global perspectives, critical thinking, and lifelong learning abilities. This poses higher demands on the educational system, requiring schools to innovate in curriculum design and teaching methods to better adapt to the trends of this era.

2.1 The Role and Importance of Foreign Language Majors in the New Liberal Arts Era

In the New Liberal Arts era, foreign language majors hold a unique position within the educational system, playing a role that extends beyond their own discipline to enhance cultural soft power, cultivate students' cross-cultural communication abilities, promote international exchange, and develop high-quality talents needed in the era of globalization.

Firstly, foreign language majors play a crucial role in developing students' cross-cultural communication abilities. By learning foreign languages, students can overcome language barriers and better understand and communicate the differences between cultures. This helps promote mutual understanding and cooperation between different countries and regions, building bridges for global exchanges.

Secondly, foreign language majors act as a link in international exchanges. As a bridging discipline, foreign language majors enable students to participate more smoothly in international academic, cultural, and business exchanges, significantly contributing to international academic cooperation and cultural exchange.

Additionally, foreign language majors lead in cultivating talents in the context of globalization. In the New Liberal Arts era, the demands of globalization necessitate talents with international perspectives, cultural sensitivity, and global competencies. Through deep immersion in their disciplinary studies and emphasis on cultural inheritance, foreign language majors robustly support the cultivation of students' global competencies.

Overall, the role and importance of foreign language majors in the New Liberal Arts era are not only in teaching language skills but also in comprehensively nurturing students in cross-cultural communication, international exchange, and developing talents in a globalized context. This makes foreign language majors irreplaceable in the educational system of the New Liberal Arts era.

2.2 Opportunities and Challenges Faced

In the New Liberal Arts era, although foreign language majors are presented with rich opportunities, they also face a series of challenges. Constructing the New Liberal Arts through educational and talent development is an inevitable trend in discipline development and a crucial driver for foreign language majors to adapt to societal demands and continuously improve teaching quality.

First, the opportunity for foreign language majors lies in cultivating global vision talents. The advent of the globalization era has tightened connections between countries, increasing the demand for talents who are proficient in multiple languages and have international perspectives. By broadening disciplinary boundaries and focusing on cultivating students' international literacy, foreign language majors offer students broader development prospects.

Secondly, the development of digital technologies provides unprecedented opportunities for foreign language teaching. The application of virtual reality, online education platforms, and other technologies opens possibilities for innovative teaching methods. Foreign language majors can leverage these advanced technologies to make language teaching more vivid and practical, enhancing students' learning enthusiasm.

However, foreign language majors also face several challenges. Firstly, the interdisciplinary nature of the subject requires a broader knowledge base and higher professional competence from the teaching team. Furthermore, the integration of different disciplines necessitates more innovative teaching methods to ensure students effectively absorb knowledge in cross-disciplinary learning.

On the other hand, the trend of globalization also presents foreign language majors with the challenge of dealing with the diversity of students from different cultural backgrounds. Teachers need more flexible teaching strategies to meet the varying needs of students and help them better adapt to a
multicultural environment.

In summary, the New Liberal Arts era provides foreign language majors with abundant opportunities, but they also need to confront multiple challenges. By leveraging their strengths, foreign language majors can look forward to broader development prospects in this era of innovative development.[5]

3. The Theory and Practice of First-Class Curriculum Construction in Foreign Language Majors

3.1 Concept and Characteristics of First-Class Curriculum

The construction of a first-class curriculum is one of the core contents of educational and teaching reform in foreign language majors. It is related not only to the development level of the discipline but also directly affects the quality of student talent and their adaptability to future society. In the New Liberal Arts era, a first-class curriculum in foreign language majors is a carrier of high-level education and teaching that meets the requirements of the times, is close to practical applications, and cultivates students' comprehensive qualities. Constructing a first-class curriculum challenges traditional teaching methods, demanding more focus on developing students' innovative abilities, comprehensive application of knowledge, and cross-cultural communication skills.

The characteristic of a first-class curriculum first lies in its innovativeness. Innovativeness requires that the curriculum content be forward-looking and original, capable of leading the trends of the times. In foreign language majors, this means that the curriculum should not only cover traditional language skills training but also focus on the diverse needs of today's society, guiding students to flexibly apply their knowledge in complex language environments.[6]

Secondly, a first-class curriculum is comprehensive. It integrates the cultivation of language skills with cross-cultural abilities, enabling students to understand and respect different cultural contexts while using language. A comprehensive curriculum helps students form a more complete disciplinary cognition and improve their overall quality.

Internationalization is another important characteristic of a first-class curriculum. In foreign language majors, internationalization requires students to have the ability to adapt to global exchanges, cultivate a global perspective, and strengthen international cooperation and communication. This involves designing course content, choosing teaching methods, and directing academic research to meet international standards.

Lastly, a first-class curriculum should have sustainable development characteristics. The development of foreign language majors cannot be separated from the changes of the times, so curriculum design needs to be flexible and adaptable, and capable of scientific adjustments to meet the ever-changing social needs. Sustainable development characteristics make foreign language majors more vital and adaptable.

The concept and characteristics of a first-class curriculum have significant guiding significance in the construction of foreign language majors. It provides direction for foreign language majors, requiring educators to continuously innovate teaching concepts, broaden curriculum settings, and better cultivate high-quality foreign language talents suitable for the New Liberal Arts era.

3.2 Principles and Directions for the Construction of First-Class Curriculum in Foreign Language Majors

The principles and guiding ideas for the construction of first-class curriculum in foreign language majors ensure that the teaching system fully cultivates students' language abilities while better reflecting the educational concepts and social needs of the New Liberal Arts era. The construction of a first-class curriculum in foreign language majors usually follows these principles:

Diversity: The curriculum should cover various aspects, including language skills, cultural learning, practical abilities, etc. Diverse curriculum settings help students develop comprehensively, equipping them with a broader knowledge structure and overall quality. By offering a variety of courses, students are better prepared to meet future diverse societal needs.

Connectivity: Different courses should have inherent connections to form an organic whole. This helps break down barriers between traditional disciplines and promote the integration of knowledge. For example, language skills and cultural learning can be interconnected, allowing students to better
understand and apply learned knowledge in context.

Practicality: First-class courses require curriculum content to be close to practical applications, cultivating students' abilities to solve real problems. Through practical teaching methods, such as field research and internships, students can apply learned theoretical knowledge to real situations, enhancing their ability to solve practical problems.

Student-Centered: Curriculum settings should be flexibly adjusted according to students' interests and developmental needs, enhancing their learning initiative. A student-centered approach means paying more attention to individual differences among students, meeting their learning needs through differentiated teaching methods and personalized guidance, and stimulating their interest in learning.

These principles play an important role in guiding the construction of first-class courses in foreign language majors. By solidifying the foundation of disciplines, developing new disciplines, promoting interdisciplinary integration, and optimizing course quality, foreign language majors can better cultivate well-rounded, internationally competitive language talents, adapting to the new demands of talent cultivation in the New Liberal Arts era.

3.3 Practical Analysis of First-Class Curriculum Construction in Foreign Language Majors

In the construction of first-class courses in foreign language majors, practice provides valuable experience and insights. First-class curriculum construction practices deepen theoretical guidance and offer beneficial references for other schools and majors.

Firstly, successful first-class course practices show the importance of overall planning in course settings. By clarifying course objectives and designing a reasonable course structure, they ensure the internal connection between courses, forming an organic disciplinary system. For example, combining language skill training with cultural learning enables students to understand related cultures more deeply while acquiring language skills, enhancing their cross-cultural communication abilities.

Secondly, the key role of practical teaching methods in first-class curriculum construction is emphasized. Through field research, internships, and other practical components, students can apply their theoretical knowledge to real-world scenarios, improving their problem-solving abilities. This not only deepens students' understanding of the learned knowledge but also trains their comprehensive application abilities.

Innovation is another characteristic of first-class curriculum construction. Utilizing new technological means, such as virtual labs and online education platforms, makes courses more attractive and effective. By incorporating multimedia teaching and remote collaboration, courses become more innovative while also cultivating students' information technology skills.

Additionally, a lot of effort has been invested in the development of teaching staff in first-class curriculum construction. Encouraging interdisciplinary cooperation among teachers enhances the overall level of the teaching team. Through continuous academic research and disciplinary exchanges, teachers keep their disciplinary knowledge updated and deepened.

In summary, successful practices in first-class curriculum construction in foreign language majors offer a comprehensive perspective and a deep understanding of the theory and practice of first-class curriculum construction. By learning from these successful experiences, foreign language majors can better move towards high-level education, cultivating more internationally competitive language talents, and meeting the developmental needs of the New Liberal Arts era. The sharing of these practical experiences also has a positive inspirational effect on the development of foreign language majors in other universities.

4. Implementation Strategies for First-Class Curriculum in Foreign Language Majors

4.1 Optimization and Innovation of Curriculum System

In the implementation of the first-class curriculum for foreign language majors, the optimization and innovation of the curriculum system are crucial. This requires a thorough analysis of the existing curriculum system and the introduction of innovative elements to meet the demands of the New Liberal Arts era.

Firstly, for the optimization of the curriculum system, it is necessary to comprehensively review the current curriculum structure, clarify curriculum goals and levels, and ensure the rationality and systematization of the overall teaching system. This includes evaluating the teaching effectiveness of
each course, emphasizing the combination of fundamental knowledge and practical skills, and enhancing the interconnectivity between courses to form an organic disciplinary system.

Secondly, innovating curriculum content and teaching methods is key to optimizing the curriculum system. Introducing cutting-edge language teaching concepts and combining them with new technological methods can make courses more dynamic, practical, and interesting. For example, language practice activities can be conducted using virtual reality technology, and cross-cultural exchanges can be promoted through online collaboration platforms to enhance students' language application skills.

In terms of curriculum content, it's important to cover language professional skills and organically combine cultural learning with language skills training. Expanding curriculum fields and introducing practical courses such as interpretation, translation, and business communication can better prepare students for actual work demands while learning the language.

Additionally, promoting interdisciplinary collaboration among teaching teams is an important strategy for curriculum system optimization. By forming interdisciplinary teaching groups, not only can course content be enriched, but also teachers' innovative potential can be stimulated, improving the level of teaching. For example, language course teachers and cross-cultural communication teachers can jointly design courses, integrating language learning into cross-cultural practice, helping students better understand and apply the language knowledge learned.

Finally, establishing a flexible curriculum management system is also a key strategy for optimizing the curriculum system. By developing an information management platform, timely feedback and student learning data can be obtained, providing support for course adjustments and optimization. Also, establishing a comprehensive course evaluation system, including feedback from students, teachers, and employers, can continuously improve the curriculum system, ensuring its close alignment with societal needs.

In summary, optimizing and innovating the curriculum system is a key step in the construction of first-class curriculum in foreign language majors. By critically reflecting on the current system, introducing innovative elements, promoting interdisciplinary cooperation, and establishing flexible management mechanisms, the training needs of foreign language professionals in the New Liberal Arts era can be better met. The above implementation strategies provide specific and targeted guidance for the innovative development of foreign language majors.

4.2 Reform and Enhancement of Teaching Methods

The successful implementation of first-class curriculum in foreign language majors is inseparable from the continuous reform and enhancement of teaching methods. With the development of the times and the changing needs of the discipline, traditional teaching methods can no longer fully meet the requirements for foreign language professionals in the New Liberal Arts era. Therefore, reforming and enhancing teaching methods is crucial to the construction of first-class courses.

Firstly, introducing diversified teaching methods is an important direction for teaching method reform. Traditional classroom teaching can be combined with modern technologies such as virtual labs and online education platforms to increase the interactivity and interest of courses. Through multimedia teaching and virtual reality experiences, students' interest in learning can be stimulated, encouraging them to actively participate in language learning.

Secondly, emphasizing problem-oriented teaching methods can better cultivate students' ability to solve practical problems. By guiding students to start from real issues and engage in practical analysis and team collaboration, they can improve their language skills and gain practical experience in solving real problems.

Additionally, personalized teaching methods are also a direction for teaching reform. Tailoring teaching strategies according to students' disciplinary interests, learning styles, and levels, and providing personalized learning paths can help stimulate students' learning motivation and cultivate their comprehensive language abilities.

4.3 Effectiveness Assessment of First-Class Curriculum Implementation in University Foreign Language Majors

To verify the effectiveness of the first-class curriculum implementation in foreign language majors, in-depth research and evaluation were conducted through practical construction practices.

Firstly, in terms of optimizing and innovating the curriculum system, careful design of curriculum...
goals and updating content have made the curriculum system more aligned with practical applications and the demands of the New Liberal Arts era. By introducing practical courses like scenario simulation, students' practical operation abilities have been effectively enhanced.

Secondly, initial results are seen in the reform of teaching methods. Teachers used diversified teaching methods, including online discussions, virtual labs, and field studies, expanding students' academic perspectives and improving learning outcomes. The problem-oriented teaching approach has made students focus more on solving real issues in courses, cultivating critical thinking and teamwork spirit.

Finally, comprehensive assessments of the effectiveness of first-class courses were conducted by students, teachers, and enterprises in practice-oriented universities. Students have shown significant improvement in language skills, cross-cultural communication, and practical application abilities. The cooperation and innovative atmosphere of the teacher team have also been effectively stimulated, laying the foundation for the sustainable development of the courses.

The practical construction of first-class courses reflects the positive outcomes of first-class curriculum construction in foreign language majors. This empirical evaluation helps to summarize experiences, identify issues, and continuously improve the construction of first-class curriculum in foreign language majors.

5. Conclusion

In the era of the New Liberal Arts, the construction of first-class courses in foreign language majors is an inevitable requirement of university education reform. Developing practical and feasible implementation strategies is key to realizing the construction of first-class courses in foreign language majors. Theoretical research and practical exploration in the construction of first-class courses can effectively enhance the educational quality and influence of foreign language majors. Teachers should follow educational principles, collaborate in education, innovate diversified training models, and use first-class courses as a vehicle to cultivate innovative talents adapted to the demands of the new era.
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